The creatures depicted in this exhibition are an opinionated lot and express themselves loudly and often on subjects they may or may not know anything about. In a uniquely Territorian way they examine what means to be part of their community, part of the rest of Australia and part of the rest of the world.

Merran Seirakowski

December 2012
Merran Seirakowski, *Bloody Southerners*, wood block print, 40 x 23.5 cm, hand coloured $330, b/w $295
Merran Seirakowski, *Darwin Mean Streets*, wood block print, 51.5 x 39 cm, 2012, hand coloured $440, b/w $395
Merran Seirakowski, *If you don’t like it leave!,* wood block print, 40 x 23.5 cm, 2012, hand coloured $330, b/w $295
Merran Seirakowski, *NT Born & Bred*, wood block print, 60 x 39.5 cm, 2012, hand coloured $440, b/w $395
Merran Seirakowski, *Sid and Nancy*, wood block print, 52 x 39.5 cm, 2012, hand coloured $440, b/w $395
Merran Seirakowski, *The Sound of Freedom*, wood block print, 60 x 39.5 cm, 2012, hand coloured $440, b/w $395
Merran Seirakowski, *Pingu Comes to the Top End*, wood block print, 40 x 23.5 cm, 2012, $295
Merran Sierakowski, *The Goose that Laid the Golden Egg*, 77 x 90 cm, fly wire, galvanised wire and electrical wire, 2012, $880

Merran Sierakowski, *Angry Birds*, 50 x 35 cm, fly wire, galvanised wire and electrical wire, 2012, $375
Merran Sierakowski, *Site Meeting in Boom Town*, 44 x 48 cm, fly wire, galvanised wire, electrical wire and found objects 2012, $880